ABSTRACT In general, software artefacts and applications are subject to many kinds of changes at all levels, from requirements through architecture and design, to source code, documentation and test suites. They typically affect various kinds of models, and for this reason managing the evolution is therefore an essential discipline. This JOT theme issue takes directly his roots from the international workshop dedicated to the topic: “Models and Evolution” proposed to the ACM/IEEE Models conference since 2009 until now.
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1. Introduction

In general, software artefacts and applications are subject to many kinds of changes, which range from technical changes due to rapidly evolving technology platforms, to modifications in the applications themselves due to the natural evolution of the businesses supported by those software applications. These modifications include changes at all levels, from requirements through architecture and design, to source code, documentation and test suites. They typically affect various kinds of models (data, behaviour, domain, requirements...). Coping with and managing changes that accompany the evolution of software models is therefore an essential discipline of Software Engineering.

2. Models and Evolution: great challenges

Software artefacts constantly increase in complexity, variety and novelty. Environment and business constraints, user requirements and new insights put additional pressure on their adaptability, availability, reliability and quality: they continuously need to be up to date. But evolution issues are critical, complex and costly to manage. They concern requirements, architecture, design, source code, documentation, integration or deployment. They also typically affect various kinds of models (data, behavioural, domain, source code or goal models). Addressing and managing these varieties of changes is essential. Models and meta-models, the cornerstone of complex software systems’ abstractions, represent a powerful mean for facing software evolution challenges by ensuring a more abstract and expressive modeling of software evolution. They can help and guide software evolution and can enforce and reduce critical risks and important involved resources. This special theme puts the focus on Models and Evolution by considering two main sides:

1. Managing software evolution needs by relying on the high-level abstraction power of models and meta-models.

2. Managing model and metamodel evolution needs and the co-evolution of all related software artefacts by putting attention to their increasing evolution issues as they become primary artefacts.

3. Presentation of the special theme

This theme issue takes directly his roots from the international workshop dedicated to the topic: “Models and Evolution” (http://www.models-and-evolution.com). The workshop has first been the fusion of two different workshops (MoDSE and MCCM) and has been proposed to the ACM/IEEE Models conference since 2009 until now. ME is now a well-established...
with IEEE/ACM Models conference and is in its fourteenth edition. This success shows the growing importance of issues around Models and Evolution, encouraging us to enforce it by proposing this dedicated theme issue. We received 6 intent to submit, 4 papers were submitted and, among them, 2 papers have been accepted for publication:

– Patrick Stünkel, Harald König, Adrian Rutle and Yngve Lamo, in their paper “Multi-Model Evolution through Model Repair”, address the context of design and development of complex software systems that usually comprises multiple inter-related models, i.e. abstract representations of certain aspects of the underlying system. The relations between these models induce global consistency conditions which the models collectively must fulfil. At the same time, these models are subject to frequent changes, and as a result, maintaining their global consistency over time becomes an important issue in model management in general and Model-Driven Software Engineering in particular. They present a comprehensive feature model providing an overview of the current state of the art of model management. In this feature model, they further identify the central role of model repair as an implementation pattern for (multi-)model evolution.

– Saheed Popoola, Xin Zhao, and Jeff Gray, in their paper “Evolution of Bad Smells in LabVIEW Graphical Models”, focus on bad smells that often indicate potential problems in software, which may lead to long-term challenges and expensive maintenance efforts. Although bad smells often occur in source code, bad smells also exist in representations of design descriptions and models. They have observed that many users of graphical modeling environments (e.g., LabVIEW) are systems engineers who may not be aware of core software engineering techniques, such as refactoring of bad smells. There exists a large body of research focused on analysing bad smells embedded in the source code of textual languages, but there has been limited research on bad smells in models systems of graphical languages. In this paper, they present a semi-automated approach for extracting design smells across versions of LabVIEW graphical models through user-defined queries.
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